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Abstract: Diamond-like carbon (DLC) films are widely used in key parts of nuclear reactors as
a protective coating. A study on the abrasive wear property of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films was
performed at various temperatures. Results show that the mechanism of impact wear under no sand
condition is mainly plastic deformation. The multilayer film still has excellent impact wear resistance
and favorable adhesion with 308L stainless steel substrate at elevated temperatures under no sand
conditions. Sand particles destroy the surface of the multilayer film due to the effect of cutting and
ploughing, leading to a nine-fold increase in the wear area. The impact wear mechanism changes into
abrasive wear with sand addition. Oxidation wear exists on 308L stainless steel substrate material
due to the removal of the multilayer film at high temperatures. More energy is absorbed for plastic
deformation and material removal under sand conditions, resulting in lower rebound velocity and
peak contact force than under no sand conditions. The temperature leads to the softening of the
substrate; thus, the specimens become more prone to plastic deformation and material removal.

Keywords: impact wear; sand particles; Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films; temperature

1. Introduction

Impact wear is common in nuclear power plants and aero-engines [1,2]. According to
statistics, more than 50% of fuel failure in nuclear power is caused by debris-fretting impact.
The debris comes from impurities (stainless-steel peel-offs, buckle, sand, etc.) in the coolant
flow. The high-temperature components in the aero-engine are also damaged by impact
with foreign objects (solid particles in the fluid medium, such as sand, dust, ash, etc.) [3,4].
Therefore, finding high-temperature materials with impact and wear resistance is important
in the nuclear power and aerospace industry.

Diamond-like carbon (DLC) film is an amorphous film mainly composed of sp3 carbon
atoms with a diamond structure and sp2 carbon atoms with a graphite structure. Due to its
structure, it has excellent properties similar to diamond, such as high hardness, excellent
chemical inertia, low friction coefficient, good wear resistance, and high elastic modulus.
Therefore, DLC films have been applied to key parts in aero-engines, nuclear reactors, space
stations, and other fields to improve the service life of these parts in recent years [5–8].
There have been many reports on the tribological behavior and mechanism of DLC at
high temperatures [9–13]. In addition, many experiments show that doping W elements
in the preparation of DLC films (W-DLC) can improve the high-temperature tribological
properties and thermal stability of DLC films [14–16].

Many studies on the thermal stability and high-temperature friction, and wear of W-
DLC films have been conducted [17–19]. Zhan et al. systematically studied the tribological
behavior of W-DLC films at high temperatures from 25 ◦C to 500 ◦C. The results show
that the structure and tribological properties of W-DLC films remain stable at 200 ◦C.
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Graphitization and oxidation of carbon, observed at 300 ◦C, reduce the wear resistance of
DLC films. The formation of WO3 was detected on the worn surface above 400 ◦C. The
coefficient of friction (COF) at 500 ◦C is as low as 0.15, whereas the wear rate is much
higher than at 200 ◦C [20]. Gharam et al. studied the tribological behavior of W-DLC as
a function of testing temperatures up to 500 ◦C. The results show a low COF of 0.2 at 25 ◦C,
whereas a high average steady-state COF of 0.60 was recorded between 100 ◦C and 300 ◦C.
At 400 ◦C, the COF decreased to 0.18. When the coatings were tested at 400 ◦C and 500 ◦C,
a thin (20 nm) tungsten oxide layer was formed on their top surface [17]. Furthermore,
tungsten particles containing cemented carbides cause the surface roughness of W-DLC
coating after deposition. A layer of DLC coating on W-DLC coating can reduce surface
roughness and improve tribological properties [21].

However, the low adhesion strength between DLC film and steel substrate is the
main obstacle to the wide application of DLC coating. Adding a transition layer between
DLC coating and steel substrate can balance the thermal expansion and lattice difference
between them, thus improving the bonding strength of DLC coating. Cr is commonly
used as a transition layer because of its high hardness, high density, good ductility and
thermal conductivity [22,23]. Research on the use of Cr transition layer in DLC films has
been reported. Du et al. used magnetron sputtering equipment to prepare Cr and W-
DLC transition layer during the preparation of Cr/W-DLC/DLC coated tools. Comparing
Cr/W-DLC/DLC coated tools with other three coated tools (TiC-, TiAlN-, Al2O3-), the
results show that among the four coated tools, Cr/W-DLC/DLC-coated tools have the best
cutting performance [23]. Gayathri et al. studied the tribology and scratch resistance of
DLC films deposited by pulsed laser with transition metal interlayer (TM = Cr, Ag, Ti, and
Ni). It is found that when DLC is deposited with Ni and Ti transition metal interlayer, it has
significant high scratch resistance [24]. Ye et al. used unbalanced magnetron sputter-ing
system to deposit Cr transition layer on 5A06 aluminum alloy during Cr/Cr-W-DLC/DLC
multilayer coating deposition, and using reciprocating sliding wear tests to evaluate the
tribological properties of the multilayer coatings at different temperatures from −100 ◦C
to 25 ◦C. The results show that the coating has excellent tribological properties at room
temperature and 0 ◦C due to the formation of transition layer and graphitization caused by
flash temperature [21].

Moreover, the wear mechanism of the impact abrasive of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer
films in a high-temperature environment is unclear. In this study, the multilayer film
is prepared by unbalanced magnetron sputtering, and impact abrasive wear of these
films at various temperatures is carried out. This research is based on a customized high-
temperature sand impact tester. The dynamic response data are analyzed during impact,
and the wear trace topography after impact is observed. Thus, the impact abrasive wear
resistance of the multilayer film and the adhesion of the film at various temperatures
are revealed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Coating Deposition Process

A polished 308L stainless steel plate with an average roughness of Ra ≤ 0.3 µm
was used as substrate. The composition of substrates made from 308L steel is shown
in Table 1. The Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films were deposited by an unbalanced
magnetron sputtering device (Teer UDP 650-4). The substrate was ultrasonically cleaned
with acetone and ethanol for 20 min, respectively, to remove the contaminant on the
substrate surface. Then, put the sample into the chamber, and the vacuum pump was
turned on. When the vacuum reaches 2 × 10−3 Pa, argon gas (Ar, 99.9% purity) was
injected. The substrate surface was cleaned by ion bombardment under a high bias voltage
of −600 V for 20 min to remove impurities and oxides on the surface. During the deposition,
chromium, tungsten, and graphite target were used. The Cr transition layer was deposited
to enhance the bond strength with an argon flow rate of 16 sccm, and negative bias voltage
of −100 V for 5 min; then, the W-doped DLC (W-DLC) film, which as the interlayer, was
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deposited with argon flow rate of 16 sccm and a negative bias voltage of −70 V for 90 min.
Finally, DLC film was deposited on the surface layer with argon atmosphere with a flow rate
of 16 sccm and a negative bias voltage of −70 V for 240 min. Thus, the Cr/W-DLC/DLC
multilayer films were fabricated on the surface of 308L stainless steel.

Table 1. Parameters of substrates made from 308L steel.

Materials Standard Hardness
Main Chemical Composition

Fe Cr Ni Mn Si

308L steel ASTM 177.5 HV 68.56 19.56 10.24 0.85 0.65

2.2. Impact Wear Test with Foreign Objects

The photo and drawing of the impact wear tester are shown in Figure 1a,b, respectively.
A sand particle device and a high-temperature muffle furnace device were added to
the impact wear tester with variable kinetic energy to realize the environment of high
temperature and sand particles. The specific operation process of the testing machine is as
follows: (1) Under the control of the software and hardware of the equipment, the voice coil
motor moves linearly back and forth in sine or cosine mode; (2) when the speed reaches
the maximum, the kinetic energy block is separated from the spring pull rod and rebounds
(the rebound speed is Vi) after impacting the sample (the impact speed is V0); (3) after
impact, the voice coil motor moves the kinetic energy block backward through the spring
pull rod until it returns to the initial position to complete the impact action of the whole
cycle. Before the start of the test, the power supply of the high-temperature muffle furnace
is turned on and adjusted to the predetermined temperature. Then, the flow-regulating
valve is opened and adjusted to enable the sand in the funnel to flow out at a constant flow
rate. Sand should be added while waiting for the temperature to reach the predetermined
value. After reaching the predetermined temperature, activate the voice coil motor is to
begin the impact test. In this experiment, the displacement and force sensors detect the
displacement of the punch and the force on the specimen before and after the impact of
the kinetic energy block, and the velocity of the kinetic energy block can be obtained by
differential derivation of the displacement. Energy loss during impact ∆Ei can be obtained
by calculating the difference between the kinetic energy of the kinetic energy block before
impact and the kinetic energy after impact, as shown in Figure 1d.
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Figure 1. Schematic of high-temperature impact abrasive wear test equipment: (a) Equip-
ment diagram; (b) physical drawing of equipment; (c) surface topography of sand; (d) energy
conversion process.

The samples of this experiment are Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films prepared in
Section 2.1. The nano indentation hardness of the films is 22.57 GPa. The impact head
adopts silicon nitride ceramic ball with diameter of 4.76 mm (microhardness is 2273 HV).
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The foreign object adopts natural quartz sand (ω SiO2 > 98%), then the particle size is
380 µm (about 40 mesh) after manual crushing and screening. Figure 1c shows an optical
microscope image of quartz sand particles view of quartz sand particles. The variables of
the experiment are the temperature and the presence or absence of sand particles. The test
temperature is selected as room temperature (RT), 100 ◦C, 300 ◦C, and 500 ◦C. The kinetic
energy block mass is 150 g. The impact velocity is 100 mm/s, impact distance is 8 mm, and
impact cycle is 104. After the experiment, the size and shape of pits produced by impact
wear and the topography of wear surface should be observed.

2.3. Methods of Characterization and Analysis

Raman spectrometer (LabRAM HR Evolution, Horiba, Kyoto, Japan) with an excitation
wavelength of 532 nm was used to analyze the composition and structure of the DLC
film [25–27]. The main recorded characteristic wave number range was 500–2000 cm−1,
and the laser power is set to 50% of the total capacity. The composition analysis of the films
was evaluated by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker-axs D8 Advance) with Cu kα radiation
of a wavelength of 0.15 nm. The scanning range was 20–80◦ with a step of 0.06, and
the operating voltage was 40 kV. The hardness and elastic modulus of the films were
measured by nano-indentation apparatus (the model is UK MML NanoTest Vantage). The
indenter adopts Berkovich triangular pyramid indenter, Young’s modulus of the indenter
is 1141 GPa, and the Poisson’s ratio is 0.07. The wear condition of the sample surface
was observed by optical microscope (VHX-1000C), and the micro-topography of the wear
surface was observed by JSM6610LV scanning electron microscope (SEM). EDS analyzer
(OXFORD X-Max 80) is used to evaluate the distribution of elements on the surface and
cross section of the wear scar. The contour GT white light interferometer was used to
measure the wear profile, depth, and volume of the multilayer film.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Structure and Composition of Cr/W-DLC/DLC Multilayer Films

Figure 2 shows SEM micrographs and EDS analysis results of the surface and cross-
section of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayers. Figure 2a shows that the structure of the multilayer
film is dense and uniform without evident defects. Figure 2b,c show that the Cr transition
layer is closely combined with the W-DLC film and substrate. According to the EDS
mapping result of the Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer film, the element distribution of different
layers is obviously different. As shown in Figure 2b, the thickness of the top DLC film is
about 2.0 µm, the interlayer W-DLC film is about 1.1 µm, whereas the Cr transition layer is
about 0.9 µm.

Figure 3a shows a wide Raman peak between 1000 and 1750 cm−1 in Raman spectra
and the wide Raman peaks are fitted as D peak and G peak, which are located at 1375.74 and
1550.45 cm−1, respectively. The intensity ratio of the D peak to the G peak of the Raman
spectrum (ID/IG) was 0.70. The D peak is due to the breathing modes of sp2 carbon
atoms in rings. The G peak is due to the bond stretching of all pairs of sp2 carbon atoms
in the rings and chains [28]. The prepared Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films presented
the Raman spectral characteristics of typical amorphous carbon [29,30]. Figure 3b shows
the XRD pattern of the prepared multilayer film and 308L substrate. There are mainly
diffraction peaks of WC1−X and Cr in the XRD pattern of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films,
indicating the amorphous characteristics of the DLC film. The Cr diffraction peak mainly
comes from the transition layer between the films, while the WC1−X diffraction peak comes
from the metastable β-WC1−X nanocrystalline component formed in the interlayer W-DLC
film [15,31]. The substrate has three diffraction peaks at 2θ = 43.60◦, 50.74◦, and 74.62◦,
which indicate γ-(111), γ-(200), and γ-(220) crystal plane, respectively. This means the 308L
substrate is composed of a single austenite [32].
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3.2. Dynamic Response Analysis of Interface

Dynamic responses of the specimens deposited Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films
during impact at various temperatures are shown in Figure 4a,b. When the impact cycle
is 104, the rebound velocity and the peak contact force decrease gradually with the increase
in temperature; the rebound velocity decreases from 96.35 mm/s to 87.7 mm/s when the
temperature increases from room temperature (RT) to 500 ◦C. When the impact velocity is
constant, the smaller rebound velocity indicates a more significant change in kinetic energy.
Thus, more energy is absorbed by the specimen. In the impact process, the energy absorbed
by the specimen is mainly used for plastic deformation and removal of materials. The peak
contact force decreases from 14.75 N at RT to 10.50 N at 500 ◦C. This condition may be
due to the increase in plastic deformation of the specimens, resulting in an increase in the
contact area and a reduction in contact force. Figure 4c,d show the dynamic responses of
the specimens at various temperatures under sand conditions. The rebound velocity and
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the peak contact force also decrease gradually with the increase in temperature. However,
the rebound velocity and the peak contact force decrease under sand conditions compared
with the absence of sand particles. When the impact cycle is 104, and the temperature is
500 ◦C, the peak contact force is only 9.6 N under sand conditions, which is 0.97 N less than
that under no sand conditions. At the same time, the rebound velocity is only 84.38 mm/s,
which is 3.32 mm/s less than that under no sand conditions. This finding may be because
of the contact between the impact ball and sand particles during the impact process before
impacting the specimens. In this process, the sand absorbs part of the energy and has
a certain kinetic energy. Then, the sand particles impact the surface of the specimens before
the impact ball.
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Figure 4. The impact velocity and force–time diagrams for different experimental conditions (impact
cycle is 104): (a) No sand, velocity−time, (b) No sand, contact force−time, (c) sand, velocity−time,
(d) sand, contact force−time.

3.3. Analysis of Impact Wear Mechanism

Figure 5 shows the surface topography of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films with-
out sand. When the impact cycle is 104, the area of impact increase gradually with the
temperature rise. The diameter of wear areas increases from 407 µm at RT to 515 µm at
500 ◦C. This finding may be due to the decrease in substrate hardness (substrate softening)
caused by the increase in temperature [33,34]. The surface topography of Cr/W-DLC/DLC
multilayer films shows no cracks and coating damage in the wear area. This condition
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indicates the film has good adhesion properties and thermal stability [35]. At the same time,
the considerable increase in temperature did not cause the significant increases in wear
area because work hardening occurs on the surface of the wear scars during the impact
process, thereby increasing the surface strength and improving the wear resistance [36].
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no sand condition at (a) RT, (b) 100 ◦C, (c) 300 ◦C, and (d) 500 ◦C.

Figure 6 shows the surface topography of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films under
sand conditions. The area of impact wear scars also increases gradually with the increase
in temperature. The diameter of wear areas increases from 1667 µm at RT to 2617 µm at
500 ◦C. Compared with no sand condition, adding sand particles leads to the intensification
of impact wear and an increase in surface roughness because sand particles have many
edges and corners and can cut and plow the surface of wear scars [37,38]. At the same time,
under the extrusion of the impact ball and the sample, the sand particles are broken and
embedded into the wear scars surface during the impact process [39].

Figure 7 shows the wear scar profiles of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films under
no sand conditions and sand conditions at various temperatures. Whether under a sand
or no-sand condition, the max depth of impact increases gradually with the increase in
temperature. The max depth of wear scars is from 4.73 µm at RT to 12.89 µm at 500 ◦C,
indicating an increase of nearly two times. This finding may be due to the softening of the
substrate caused by the rise in temperature, resulting in more severe plastic deformation
during the impact process [34]. The wear scar profiles of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films
show that the surface of wear scars under sand conditions is rougher than that under no
sand conditions. This finding also indicates that adding sand particles aggravates the wear
of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films under the same experimental conditions [40].
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Figure 7. Wear scar profiles of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films under (a) no-sand condition and
(b) sand condition at various temperatures.

Figures 8 and 9 show the wear scar topography and element distribution of Cr/W-
DLC/DLC multilayer films at RT and 500 ◦C under no sand conditions, respectively.
Pits due to plastic deformation are clearly visible at RT or at 500 ◦C. After the plastic
deformation of the 308L substrate, the tensile stress produced by the films may lead to
cracks and spalling of films [41]. However, the films are not seriously worn except that the
C layer has a slight peeling pit at 500 ◦C. Figures 8d and 9d show that only C element was
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detected in EDS mapping data of wear scar surface, confirming the integrity of the Cr/W-
DLC/DLC multilayer films. A smooth surface without wear debris can prove that the wear
mechanism is plastic deformation at various temperatures under no sand conditions [42].
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Figure 8. Wear scar topography and elemental distribution of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films at
RT under no sand condition: (a–c) wear scar topography; (d) elemental distribution.

Figures 10 and 11 present the wear scar topography and elemental distribution of
Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films at RT and 500 ◦C under sand conditions, respectively.
The chemical compositions of points A to F are presented in Table 2. Evident cutting and
ploughing tracks are found at wear scar areas at RT or at 500 ◦C. As shown in Figures
10b and 11b, the film was broken at the wear areas, and delamination and spalling of
the film occurred. The significant enrichment of Fe in Figures 10c and 11c show that the
substrate is exposed after the coating is damaged. And Fe elements detected from points
B and F also prove the damage of the film. The enrichment of Si proves the existence of
sand particles in the wear scar area. Si elements are also detected from points A, B, and F
in Table 2. Compared with the impact ball, the edges and corners of sand particles may
increase the contact stress and damage the films quickly. Compared with RT, the substrate
softens at high temperatures and the wear is more severe after the films are broken [39]. The
mechanism of impact wear with sand is mainly abrasive wear. Evidently, film spalling also
exists in high-temperature and sand particle environments [38]. Figure 12 shows the impact
mechanism of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer under no-sand condition and sand condition.
Figure 12a shows the schematic of the impact mechanism of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer
films under no sand condition. The multilayer film has severe plastic deformation, but the
wear scar surface is smooth and the film does not peel off completely. Figure 12b shows
the schematic of the impact mechanism of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films under sand
conditions. The embedded sand particles can cut and plough the wear scar area and make
the film delaminate and peel off seriously.
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Table 2. Chemical composition at typical position of wear scar (wt. %).

Point C W Cr Fe Mn Si O

A 20.8 10.9 1.8 0.2 0 30.5 35.2
B 0 7.4 12.9 27.7 3.7 22.0 24.5
C 9.4 86.3 0.9 1.0 0.2 0 0.4
D 98.7 1.1 0.2 0 0 0 0
E 9.0 79.7 7.2 3.0 0 0 0.7
F 0 0 11.9 47.2 7.8 19.1 13.5Metals 2022, 12, 1981 11 of 16 
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Figure 9. Wear scar topography and elemental distribution of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films at
500 ◦C under no-sand condition: (a–c) wear scar topography; (d) elemental distribution.

Figure 13 presents the cross-sectional topography of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer
films at 500 ◦C under sand conditions and no-sand conditions. The chemical compositions
of points A to F are presented in Table 3. Under the no-sand condition, the film and
substrate have evident plastic deformation. Still, the integrity of the film is good, as shown
in Figure 13a. Evident plowing track and the rough surface can be observed at 500 ◦C
under sand conditions. The EDS of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films in Figure 13b proved
the existence of sand particles. And Si elements were also detected at points B and C in
Table 3. Sand particles are embedded in the surface of wear scars, and the surface is cut and
plowed, resulting in more severe wear. More energy is absorbed for plastic deformation and
material removal under sand conditions. As a result, the rebound velocity and peak contact
force become lower than that under no-sand conditions. The temperature leads to the
softening of the substrate; thus, the specimens become more prone to plastic deformation
and material removal.
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Table 3. Chemical composition at typical position of wear scar (wt. %).

Point C W Cr Fe Mn Si O

A 0.5 0.2 0.6 95.4 3.3 0 0
B 64.2 6.4 2.7 2.5 0 5.8 18.4
C 55.4 0.6 0.3 1.5 0.1 11.6 30.4Metals 2022, 12, 1981 12 of 16 
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Figure 10. Wear scar topography and elemental distribution of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films at
RT under the sand condition: (a–c) wear scar topography; (d) elemental distribution.
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4. Conclusions

The Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films were deposited by magnetron sputtering. The
prepared multilayer film has a dense and uniform structure without evident defects, and
the Cr interlayer is closely combined with the W-DLC film and substrate. The impact
and wear properties of Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films were performed at different
temperatures under sand and no-sand conditions. The following conclusions were drawn:

1. The Cr/W-DLC/DLC multilayer films have excellent impact wear resistance and
favorable adhesion with the substrate at different temperatures under no-sand condi-
tions. The mechanism of impact wear without sand is mainly plastic deformation.

2. Sand particles have strong destructive effect on the surface of Cr/W-DLC/DLC
multilayer films and have a clear cutting and ploughing effect on the wear scar areas.
The mechanism of impact wear with sand is mainly abrasive wear.

3. The rebound velocity and the peak contact force under sand conditions are lower
than under no-sand conditions at the same temperature. This finding indicates
that more energy is absorbed for plastic deformation and material removal under
sand conditions.
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